ULTIMATE NOISE REDUCTION
IS NO COINCIDENCE

NEW

WAVIN AS+
PREMIUM NOISE
REDUCING SOIL AND
WASTE SYSTEM

INTRODUCING
THE NEW WAVIN AS+
IT’S PACKED WITH FEATURES
Integrated lubricant
lowers push-in force

Blue seal’s shape
guarantees leak-free,
failure-proof installation

Unique material
composition delivers
perfect sound absorption

Compact design perfect for
small and narrow spaces

Sculptured spigot
reduces push-in force by 50%
compared to Wavin AS

ULTIMATE NOISE REDUCTION,
HIGH LEVEL PERFORMANCE
The new Wavin AS+ has been
designed to meet the needs of
engineers and installers. On top of
30 years of experience, we spent
over a hundred thousand hours on
noise level testing, explored new
materials and invested heavily in

developing a seal with integrated
lubricant lowering push-in force.
This is why we can confidently say
that the ultimate noise reduction
and super easy installation delivered
by the new Wavin AS+ is no
coincidence.

WAVIN
SOUNDCHECK TOOL

CALCULATING SYSTEM
ACOUSTICS JUST GOT EASIER
With noise regulations continuously
being updated, calculating noise
levels to ensure your design meets
requirements can be a complex exercise.
Wavin’s online SoundCheck Tool is
designed to relieve some of that stress.

Unique to Wavin, the SoundCheck Tool
simulates system acoustics in a final
installation and calculates noise levels
based on individual parameters. In just
six clearly defined and intuitive steps,
you can get the answers you need to
see if your design meets regulations.

UNIQUE BLUE SEAL
WITH INTEGRATED
LUBRICANT

SUPER-EASY INSTALLATION
IS NO COINCIDENCE

The new Wavin AS+ represents the
ultimate in noise reduction and
performance. And that’s no coincidence.
The Wavin AS+ is composed of unique
high-density material, features specially
developed noise reducing brackets

and is perfect for buildings large and
small. With its sculptured spigot and
self-lubricated blue seal our latest
AS+ is not just super quiet, but
super-fast and easy to install.

LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE NEW AS+
AND ULTIMATE NOISE REDUCTION?

FIND OUT MORE AT
WAVIN.IE
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